Abstract:
The arrival of new digital technologies has literally flooded contemporary animation with images of high detailed realism, blurring boundaries between reality and fiction without questioning. Instead, *Carlitopolis* (Luis Nieto, 2006) prioritizes this issue, highlighting it and focusing on this main subject. This article analyses this cartoon deconstruction, through the use of the commentator figure, and linking that way contemporary animation and early cinema.
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The Three Ps in Coraline:
Postfeminist, Psychoanalytic and Postmodernist approaches to the Animated Film

Abstract:
This article contributes to the study of methodologies and theoretical approaches to animation, using as study case the animated film *Coraline* (Henry
Selick, 2009), which incorporates different theories from diverse historical, social and philosophical movements to its complex argument. Besides, this research justifies the need of integrating a strong theoretical inspiration in the current animated movies, besides the digital innovations that may accompany in parallel to the narrative.

Through the analysis of this animated production, it is argued that animated figures can and may be protagonists of extremely complex narratives as the one we are discussing here. Animation can potentially dig in depth on questions like identity or the cognitive development of the character throughout the visualization of the protagonist’s experiences, fears and frustrations in her way to maturation.
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**Homosexuality, children and animation:**
From the birth of Pebbles Flintstone to the adoption of Ling Bouvier.

**Abstract:**
Animation has grown significantly since its inception and its ability to remain young and creative, despite its century-old age, has become even more evident with the rise of adult animation, distinguishable from most animation in that it is neither infantile, naïve, nor sexualized.

In this article I will analyze the way in which this stereotyped idea of mainstream animation, false yet nonetheless commonly applied to the medium, particularly in the way in which gays, lesbians, transsexuals, and bisexuals (LGBT) are portrayed in television cartoons, passing from total invisibility in this media to representations which are detrimental and lead to new stereotypes.
Through the analysis of certain episodes from the American series *The Flintstones* and *The Simpsons*, I seek to reveal how the notion of animation being always *infantile* is used to exclude certain determined contents, and the way in which *adult* animation becomes equally contaminated by this cliché. I shall try to elucidate here whether or not the apparent non-affection towards the LGTB community, whose revolution in the social arena has been reflected shyly and belatedly, is a symptom of homophobia or whether it does actually have to do with an inability (and a resistance) to assume new content, like a certain immaturity (albeit punctual) which removes animation from being able to be accepted in society as a truly serious and adult form of media.
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